Internalism v.s. Externalism in the Epistemology of Memory B.J.C. Madison (Forthcoming in The Routledge Handbook of Philosophy of Memory, eds. Sven Bernecker and Kourken Michaelin) Draft Version – Do Not Cite Without Approval Introduction: We have countless beliefs, and many of them are justified. Most of our beliefs, at any given time, are not occurent, but are stored in memory. In addition, many of our beliefs remain justified while stored in memory. How is this all possible? An epistemology of memory will in part explain the nature of memorial justification, and how it is possible. Epistemic internalists and externalists disagree deeply about the fundamental nature of epistemic properties like epistemic justification. That is, is justification wholly determined by what goes on inside and from the first-person perspective, or does how beliefs are caused, formed, and what relations subjects bear to their environment prove relevant to whether or not justification obtains? This chapter will first survey general issues in the epistemic internalism / externalism debate: what is the distinction, what motivates it, and what arguments can be given on both sides. The second part of the chapter will examine the internalism / externalism debate as regards to the specific case of the epistemology of memory belief. 2 I. The Internalism / Externalism Distinction: Intuitive Motivations: The internalism / externalism distinction in epistemology concerns the question of what kind of factors can contribute to the positive epistemic status of a belief. While one can endorse versions of internalism or externalism for a variety of epistemic statuses, such as epistemic rationality, warrant, entitlement, etc., the focus of this chapter will specifically be on epistemic justification. Justification is taken to be a supervenient property: whether a belief is justified is not a brute fact, but depends upon some further conditions obtaining. Internalists maintain that all the factors upon which justification depends are internal, either in the sense of being reflectively accessible to the subject, or by being the agent's mental states. Externalists deny this. The versions of internalism or externalism that epistemologists have tended to endorse have been shaped by reactions to at least two kinds of central thought experiments: those that aim to show that paradigmatically external factors, such as causal relations or the reliability of the method that gave rise to the belief, are not sufficient for justification, and those that aim to show that such factors are not necessary for justification. Reactions to these cases have also influenced the positive accounts of justification offered. The two kinds of thought experiment are as follows: i) Is reliability sufficient for justification? Actual and possible cases of blindsight (e.g. Smithies 2014), serendipitous brain-tumors (e.g. Plantinga 1993), chicken-sexers (e.g. Foley, 1987, pp. 168-1701) and clairvoyance 1 Epistemologists often refer to the chicken-sexer case, but almost never attribute it to anyone. To the best of my knowledge, the earliest mention of the case is Goldman (1975). See especially pp. 114-116. 3 (e.g. Bonjour 1980; 1985) share this basic structure: unbeknownst to the subjects, they have highly reliable belief-forming processes that produce and sustain true beliefs regarding some subject matter. The subjects are not aware that they have this ability, and nor are they aware of how they could have reliably true beliefs on that topic. In addition, the subjects are not aware of any reasons to think that the belief is true. For example, take this classic description of such a case by Laurence Bonjour: Norman, under certain conditions that usually obtain, is a completely reliable clairvoyant with respect to certain kinds of subject matter. He possesses no evidence or reasons of any kind for or against the general possibility of such a cognitive power or for or against the thesis that he possesses it. One day Norman comes to believe that the President is in New York City, though he has no evidence either for or against this belief. In fact the belief is true and results from his clairvoyant power under circumstances in which it is completely reliable. (Bonjour 1985, 41) One can then ask about such cases: are the beliefs of such subjects, for example, justified? If one were to answer "yes", then one is likely expressing externalist sympathies. One might reason as follows: after all, the aim of belief is truth, and the beliefs in question are not accidentally true, but are reliably produced. Therefore these beliefs have a lot going for them, from an epistemic point of view, which implies that they are justified. If one were to answer "no", that such beliefs are not justified, then one will hold that justification must be more than reliably produced belief. But what is missing in such cases? What would need to be added to such cases to make them cases of justified belief? So-called epistemic internalists Very interestingly given his later process reliabilist views (e.g. 1979), Goldman (1975) argues that the case is one of knowledge, but no justification. 4 tend to stress that what is missing is the involvement of the subject's point of view, the first person perspective. According to a traditional sort of epistemic internalism, what needs to be added is some of kind of awareness on the subject's part of something like reasons, grounds, or evidence to think that the contents of their beliefs are true. More on what form that awareness might take, and what one must be aware of, will be discussed below. ii) Is reliability necessary for justification? The other kind of thought experiment that has tended to move people in the internalism /externalism debate is versions of what has become known as the New Evil Demon problem (for the original presentation of the New Evil Demon problem, see Cohen 1984; Lehrer and Cohen 1983. For an overview, see Littlejohn 2009). A common version of the New Evil Demon problem is based on drawing new morals from an old thought experiment. Like the evil genius that Descartes introduces in the context of discussing skepticism, the New Evil Demon problem proceeds from a similar set-up. We are asked to consider a world where a powerful evil demon (or in some variations, super scientists controlling brains in vats) is radically deceiving the inhabitants of that world in a systematic way such that their perceptual experiences are largely hallucinatory, and their beliefs about the external world based on these experiences are by and large false. Despite this, from the subjects' own point of view, things seem exactly as they would if their beliefs were by and large veridical. Unlike Descartes', which concerns skepticism and the possibility of knowledge, the new question is an evaluative question 5 about the presence and nature of justification. That is, do we judge that the victims of the evil demon are justified in believing as they do? If they are justified, do they share sameness of justification with their nondeceived counterparts? Traditional internalists have registered the judgment of sameness of justification, from which one can conclude that external factors like the reliability of the process that gave rise to a belief, or the truth of those beliefs, or whether or not one's perceptual experiences are veridical, are not necessary for justification, since the demon can ensure that the subjects' beliefs are utterly unreliable by, among other things, systematically ensuring that their beliefs are always false. Internalists often draw a positive moral from such cases: whatever else justification must be like, it is constrained by principles which hold that internally alike counterparts must also be counterparts in justification: the same beliefs are justified for each of them, and to the same extent. Those with externalist sympathies have tended to judge that victims of the New Evil Demon lack justification for their beliefs, or if they are justified, then to a lesser degree than their normal-world counterparts. Some externalists concede that while the beliefs of the radically deceived in the demon world might have other possible virtues, such as for example, being blamelessly held, they contend that such beliefs lack justification (e.g. Littlejohn 2012; Pritchard 2012). Depending on how one responds to the above two cases, one ends up with increasingly internalist or externalist views about the nature of epistemic justification. 6 How Should We Understand the Epistemically "Internal"? In response to the above test cases on whether factors like reliability are sufficient for justification, some internalists have held that what is missing is any essential involvement of the subject's point of view. On one way of construing this requirement, what needs to be added is some of kind of (actual or potential) awareness on the subject's part of something like reasons, grounds, or evidence to think that the contents of their beliefs are true. Awareness is usually taken to be a form of consciousness. But if an internalist does not demand actual awareness, they might still hold that a subject must have the disposition to be consciously aware of the grounds of their belief, if they reflected upon them. Intuitively, as an internalist might put it, what Norman needs to be justified in believing that the President is in New York, is to be aware of some kind of reason or evidence that counts in favor of believing that the President is in New York. For example, Norman could see a news report to that effect, or some other kind of testimony. In the absence of being aware of any such considerations, then from Norman's point of view, his belief is completely groundless. There is dispute among internalists of what a subject must be consciously aware of in order to hold a justified belief. Some options present themselves2: a) Grounds: Whether one is justified in believing that p supervenes on facts which one is in a position to be consciously aware of. In order for a fact to contribute to justification, its content must be accessible to the agent. This position has been called "Simple Internalism" (Pryor 2001) (and in another form, "Internalist Externalism" (Alston 1989a). 2 See Madison 2010 for these options and others on how exactly to construe the internalist's awareness requirement. 7 b) Adequacy of Grounds: Access Internalism, by contrast, maintains that one always has 'special access' to one's justificatory status (where 'access' and 'conscious awareness' are often used interchangeably). So unlike simple internalism which only requires access to the contents of one's grounds, access internalism in addition insists that all of one's justified beliefs are such that not only are one's grounds accessible, but also that the grounds are adequate (e.g. Bonjour 1985; Chisholm 1989). Simple Internalists do not affirm this latter claim. For example, an Access Internalist in this sense will insist that for Norman to be justified in believing that the President is in NYC, it is necessary that he is aware of some reason to think that the President is NYC, and in addition, that it is necessary that he is also able to determine through reflection alone (which is usually taken to be restricted to introspection and a priori reasoning) that this reason justifies his belief about the President's whereabouts. The other main way of understanding the epistemically internal has become known as Mentalism. Mentalists do not stress the epistemological significance of conscious awareness. Instead, they construe the epistemically internal as internal to the subject's mind in the sense of holding that epistemic justification depends wholly on the subject's mental states. Ralph Wedgwood (2002; forthcoming) offers a version of Mentalism about epistemic rationality: he argues that what is rational to believe supervenes on one's non-factive mental states3. Richard Feldman and Earl Conee, the 3 A factive state is one that entails the truth of its content. For example, most philosophers hold that knowledge is a factive state: if one knows that P, then P is true. Non-factive states are those whose content can be false. For example, belief is not factive: one can believe that P, even if P is false. In response to New Evil Demon cases, most Mentalists hold that justification is determined by kinds of mental states that can have false content. 8 chief advocates of Mentalism, define Mentalism as the thesis that "a person's beliefs are justified only by things that are internal to the person's mental life" (Feldman and Conee 2001, 233). Specifically, their official formulation of Mentalism is as follows: S: The justificatory status of a person's doxastic attitudes strongly supervenes on the person's occurrent and dispositional mental states, events, and conditions. (Ibid., 234) This statement of Mentalism, unlike Wedgwood's, allows for factive mental states / events / conditions to serve as justifiers. From this formulation, they express the main implication of S as follows: M: If any two possible individuals are exactly alike mentally, then they are alike justificationally, e.g., the same beliefs are justified for them to the same extent. (Ibid.) They take it that this latter claim simply spells out a consequence of their supervenience thesis S. There are different ways of arguing for Mentalism. Wedgwood appeals to versions of the New Evil Demon cases introduced above in arguing for Mentalism: if normal world subjects and their radically deceived counterparts are equally justified, then what best explains this is that they are mentally alike (Wedgwood 2002; forthcoming). Wedgwood suggests that it makes no difference to which beliefs are rationally held whether or not the subject's experiences are veridical or whether the beliefs based on those experiences are true or false. Feldman and Conee offer their view as the best explanation of intuitive judgments about cases they provide (e.g. Conee and Feldman 2001). In defending Mentalism, pairs of cases are introduced where Feldman and Conee invite the intuition that in the first instance the subject has a justified belief and in the second case the belief is 9 intuitively not justified, or else one belief is more justified than the other. They also contend that the best explanation of these apparent epistemic differences is that there are "internal" differences in their preferred sense of internal to the subject's states of mind. Reflecting on these cases and those like them, Feldman and Conee argue that epistemic internalism, understood as Mentalism, is true: justification supervenes on the mental; there can be no justificatory difference without a mental difference. Having introduced the two broad families of thought experiment that tend to divide epistemologists in the internalism / externalism debate, we can now appreciate a broad spectrum of possible views. Depending on whether external factors, such as the reliability of the process that gives rise to the belief, are held to be necessary and / or sufficient for justification, the following possibilities emerge: Reliability Necessary? Reliability Sufficient? Possible View: YES YES Strong Forms of Process Reliabilism: a belief is justified if and only if it is the product of a reliable belief forming process. YES NO Weaker Form of Process Reliabilism: a belief is justified only if it is the product of a reliable belief forming process, and no undefeated defeaters are present. However, no positive evidence in support of the belief is required (e.g. Goldman 1979, 1986). Forms of Evidential Externalism: i) Indicator Reliabilism / Internalist Externalism: a belief is justified only if it based on a truthconducive ground (e.g. Alston 1989a). ii) Epistemological Disjunctivism: a belief is justified only if it is based on a factive ground, and this ground must be accessible to the subject upon reflection (e.g. Pritchard 2008, 2011, 2012; and arguably McDowell 1998a, 1998b, 1998c). NO YES No known advocates. NO NO Strong Forms of Internalism: i) Mentalism: justification supervenes on the mental in that there can be no difference in justification without a mental difference (e.g. Feldman and 10 Conee 2001; Wedgwood 2002). ii) Traditional versions of Access Internalism: the conjunction of Mentalism + an awareness requirement, such as one must have reflective access to the adequacy of one's grounds (e.g. Chisholm 1989; Bonjour 1985; Steup 1999). iii) Internalist Coherentism: a belief is justified just in case it coheres with other beliefs in one's noetic structure. Authors vary on how to understand the notion of coherence, but it is often taken to include some kind of explanatory relation between doxastic states (e.g. Bonjour 1985; Lehrer 2000; Poston 2014). For more on the issue of coherentism in the epistemology of memory, see chapter 25 in this volume. iv) Phenomenal Conservatism: a belief is justified only if it based on a seeming, e.g. seeming that P provides prima facie justification to believe that P (see Huemer 2006, 2007, 2013. For criticism see Littlejohn, 2011; as well as a number of papers in Tucker, 2013). So understood, Phenomenal Conservatism is a form of Mentalism, and Phenomenal Conservatives can differ on whether the subject must be aware of the seeming, or merely require the justified belief to be based on the seeming. For more on the issue of phenomenal conservatism in the epistemology of memory, see chapter 24 in this volume on foundationalism. Theoretical Motivations: Besides the cases of clairvoyance and their ilk and New Evil Demon considerations, what other kind of arguments can be given for and against different forms of internalism and externalism? As part of a theoretical defence of internalism, one might appeal to considerations of epistemic value. From the premise that epistemic justification is of value, one might argue that justification has to have a certain nature to account for such value. For example, if part of the value of justification comes from allowing a certain kind of rational defensibility, then this 11 might require conscious awareness of grounds or reasons that can be appealed to in defence of one's beliefs (for the view that epistemic rationality is linked to a kind of idealized rational defensibility from the first-person perspective, see Foley 1987; 2001). On the other hand, externalists might also draw on considerations of what they take to be of epistemic value in motivating their theory of justification. It is a widely held assumption among philosophers with very different accounts of the nature of justification that what individuates epistemic justification from other kinds of justification is a connection to truth. Truth is commonly taken to be a fundamental epistemic value. For example, reporting on the views of Alvin Goldman, Richard Fumerton writes the following: The fundamental idea behind Goldman's reliabilism is straightforward enough. When a belief is justified it has a virtue. There is something good about it. From the epistemic perspective, virtue has to do with truth. The reason epistemologists want epistemically justified beliefs...is that having justified beliefs has something to do with having true beliefs. At the same time, we can understand justification in such a way that we allow the possibility of justified false belief...The answer is to focus on the processes that produce beliefs. (Fumerton, 1995, p.97) So an advantage of externalism is clear: externalists can give a straightforward account of the relationship between justification and truth. Internalists tend to have much more difficulty on this score. Given a commitment to the New Evil Demon thesis, it is perfectly consistent with that form of internalism that a subject could have fully justified but systematically false beliefs. However, a potentially devastating problem now arises for any such account of epistemic justification: in what way is the internalist's alleged epistemic justification really epistemic, if it is consistent with having massively false beliefs? After all, what of the general commitment that epistemic justification must admit of a connection to 12 the truth? A natural worry is that whatever form the truth-connection might take, the possibility of massively false, but perfectly justified beliefs, is inconsistent with there being a genuine and substantial connection between justification and truth. In short, the internalist owes us an account of the connection between justification and truth. Another strategy taken by some internalists in motivating their view asserts that justification is a deontological notion, and that meeting one's epistemic duties and obligations requires awareness of one's justifiers (for discussion, see Plantinga 1993; Alston 1989b; see also the collection of essays in Steup 2001). Relatedly, epistemic justification has been thought to be closely related to notions of epistemic responsibility, and that such responsibility implies internalism (e.g. Foley 2005). Finally, if one adopts a guidance conception of justification, in that justification is supposed to guide one in what to believe and ultimately what to do, then one might think that this implies that one must have access to one's grounds if one is going to be able to deliberate on what to believe (see Goldman 1980 for a discussion of the regulative v.s. the theoretical conceptions of justification and its implications for the internalism / externalism debate). An important obstacle for epistemic internalism, which is most often pressed against forms of internalism that appeal to conscious awareness or other higher-level requirements, is the charge that it entails various kinds of scepticism. For example, internalism has been thought to be too demanding in various ways. Some have charged that internalism over-intellectualizes justification in ways that imply that animals, small children, and the intellectually unsophisticated would lack justification for their beliefs (e.g. Goldman, 1986, p. 62; Alston 1989c, p. 164; Burge 2003). This constitutes an objection on the assumption that animals, small children, and the intellectually unsophisticated have the capacity for having beliefs that specifically 13 enjoy epistemic justification (instead of other epistemic statuses, such as knowledge, warrant, etc.). An externalist might draw on cases of animals, small children etc. as the basis of positive arguments in support of their preferred externalist epistemology (e.g. Kornblith 2002 argues that the study of the science of animal behaviour supports an externalist theory of knowledge and justification). Both sides of the debate take it as a constraint on an adequate theory of epistemic justification that the account advanced needs to be psychologically plausible, so the theory of justification advanced should not presuppose abilities or capacities that normal epistemic agents do not possess. A related family of objections holds that internalism entails scepticism in another way. In particular, a common objection is that access internalism specifically generates vicious regresses. If a justified belief requires awareness of a reason, does that awareness itself need to be justified? If so, does that not require a further state of awareness, which in turn calls out for justification? For example, Michael Bergmann (2006) argues that the awareness requirement that some hold defines epistemic internalism generates a dilemma: either it leads to both a vicious regress of token mental states, as well as a vicious regress of mental states with increasingly complex, and hence unthinkable, content, or else it is entirely unmotivated. As a result, Bergmann argues, epistemic internalism, the awareness requirement, and the intuitions that motivate it, must be abandoned, despite any initial plausibility. For some responses to Bergmann's Dilemma, see Rogers and Matheson (2011) and Moretti and Piazza (2015). A final general worry about epistemic internalism is that it cannot provide a satisfactory answer to the problem of radical scepticism. Radical scepticism says that knowledge of the external world is impossible, but pre-theoretically, we have the 14 deeply rooted common sense intuition that we have such knowledge. Scepticism can be seen as a paradox, since seemingly good arguments can be given from seemingly true premises for the seemingly unpalatable conclusion that knowledge is impossible. One might generalize these arguments to target not only knowledge, but also epistemic justification. John Greco, for one, has argued that given the form of sceptical arguments, the problem of radical scepticism can only be solved by appeal to epistemic externalism (Greco 2000). Greco argues that it is the internalist's insistence on internally accessible grounds for their beliefs that give traditional sceptical arguments their force. He argues that we must adopt a form of epistemic externalism if we are going to be able to solve the problem of radical scepticism. Depending on one's views of the methodological role of scepticism in epistemological theorizing, one might follow Greco and take the issue of responding to scepticism as a general objection against internalism. As an argument against internalism is often therefore an argument in favour of externalism, appealing to the problem of scepticism can be used directly as an argument in favor of one's preferred brand of externalism. On the other hand, one might take the relative ease in which externalist views handle the problem of scepticism to count against externalism. The argument would be that philosophical scepticism is a deep and important problem, but externalist responses trivialize it, and as such should be rejected (e.g. Stroud 1994; Fumerton 1990). For more on the general issue of skepticism as applied to memory, see chapter 27 in this volume by Andrew Moon4. 4 For further general reading on the internalism / externalism debate, see Kornblith (2001); Pappas (2005); Poston (2008); Madison (2010). In addition, an up-to-date bibliography on the epistemic internalism / externalism distinction is maintained on PhilPapers at http://philpapers.org/browse/epistemic-internalism-and-externalism 15 II. The Justification of Memory Belief: With a taxonomy of some of the possible positions in the epistemic internalism / externalism debate, as well as a survey of some of the motivations for and against such accounts, we can now turn to the specific issue of the justification of beliefs stored in memory. Our primary focus here shall be on what has been called propositional, factual, or semantic memory (for discussion of kinds of memory, see chapter 1 in this volume by Markus Werning and Sen Cheng). Here what one remembers is a fact or a proposition: for example, I remember that my car broke down in the desert (for discussion of the objects of memory, see chapter 8 in this volume by Jordi Fernandez). While I can consciously entertain my belief that my car broke down in the desert, most of the time such beliefs are retained in memory. Commonsense assures us that such beliefs are justified not only when they are occurrent, but also when stored in memory. But what accounts for the justification of memory belief?5 Internalist Accounts of Memorial Justification: Epistemic internalists who insist on a reflective accessibility requirement on justification might begin by appealing to what has been called episodic or experiential memory. Unlike propositional memory where what one remembers is a fact, the object of episodic memory is an experience. For example, if one's car broke down in the desert last weekend, one might be able to remember the breakdown: one is able to call to mind the experience of seeing or being in the car, an experience that might be accompanied by sensuous imagery. If an internalist holds that conscious perceptual 5	For further general reading on the epistemology of memory, see Senor 2014; Frise 2015. 16 experiences justify belief, here memory retains both the belief and its justifying experiential ground. Here one is able to recall the experience of the breakdown, which in turn might be thought to justify one's belief that the car broke down. Such an approach might fit most naturally within an Evidentialist framework. In its most general form, Feldman and Conee, champions of both Mentalism and Evidentialism, define Evidentialism as follows: ES The epistemic justification of anyone's doxastic attitude toward any proposition at any time strongly supervenes on the evidence that the person has at the time. (Conee and Feldman, 2004, p. 101) As perceptual experience is normally understood by Evidentialists as evidence, they might similarly hold that episodic memory can serve as evidence for the propositional memory based upon it. It has been widely noted, however, that as time passes and memory fades, often subjects' retain their beliefs, but they lose the experiential or episodic grounds on which they were based. Perhaps most of our memory beliefs are like this; I have a dizzyingly wide array of factual beliefs stored in memory, but if pressed, I often cannot recall how, when, or on what basis I formed these beliefs. On pain of skepticism, we nevertheless take at least most of these beliefs as epistemically justified. For example, I am quite sure both that Napolean was born in Corsica, and that if I reflect on why I think that is true, there is very little, if anything I could call to mind in its support. My belief that Napolean was born in Corsica is justified nonetheless. Epistemic internalists face the problem of explaining how such justification is possible. The so-called Problem of Forgotten Evidence is one of the major challenges facing internalists (for recent sample presentations of the problem, see Goldman 2001; Williamson 2007; Bernecker 2010, p. 72). 17 At this point internalists within the Evidentialist tradition might broaden their conception of what evidence is available in support of our beliefs. Recall that Phenomenal Conservatism holds that, roughly, a seeming that P confers prima facie justification to believe that P. Some have argued that in cases of forgotten evidence, one still often seems to remember that P (Feldman and Conee 2001; Fumerton 1995; Pollock 1986; Madison 2014). To return to our earlier example, while I might not be able to recall any direct ground for my belief that Napoleon was born in Corsica, I might seem to remember that I learned this fact. Seeming to remember having learned something might be thought of as some evidence that one did indeed learn it. Even if I cannot seem to remember that I learned a particular fact, I often have the experience of seeming to remember it when it is called to mind. Seeming to remember that P has a distinctive feel; it is not like wishing, hoping, or seeing that P (for discussion of the phenomenology of memory, see chapter 2 in this volume by Fabrice Teroni). A worry for phenomenal conservative responses to the Problem of Forgotten Evidence is that this approach has the consequence that forgetting one's evidence, which seems like a kind of epistemic shortcoming, can actually improve one's epistemic position in objectionable ways (see for example Huemer 1999 sec 2; Senor 1993). Suppose that one's original ground for one's belief that Napoleon surrendered at Waterloo was that one heard it in an Abba song. At that time one's belief was unjustified. Over time, however, suppose that one forgets that one acquired this belief in this way. Even though one has forgotten one's original basis, suppose that one now has the experience of seeming to remember that the belief is true. Does merely seeming to remember that Napoleon surrendered at Waterloo now justify that belief? Internalists of some stripes will argue yes: just as defeating defeaters can 18 positively affect justification, losing defeaters by forgetting them can have the same positive effect (e.g. Madison 2014). On the other hand, in response to this kind of case, many externalists will argue that memory cannot improve, or especially generate justification, where formerly there was none. For more on the general issue of whether memory can generate positive epistemic status, or whether it merely preserves it, see chapter 26 in this volume by Thomas D. Senor on Preservationism vs. Generativism in the epistemology of memory. A closely related worry has been called the "epistemic boost" problem (e.g. Huemer 1999; McGrath 2007 discusses a version of this problem for conservative approaches in epistemology more generally). The worry is another way of expressing the concern that phenomenal conservative approaches to memory would allow the counterintuitive result that the process of remembering can "boost" the justification a belief had, over and above the justification one originally had for it. The worry is this: one might think it implausible that each and every time a belief is retrieved from memory it receives an extra epistemic boost due to the epistemic import of the experience of seeming-to-remember, over and above the belief's initial good grounds. Sven Bernecker expresses the objection thus: Suppose that S initially comes to believe that P by means of an a priori proof. The next day S still remembers P and the proof of it. But since he also has the experience of seeming to remember that P, he now has two reasons for holding P true, an inferential and a foundational one. Thus S has more justification for P now than he had at the original learning. (Bernecker, 2008, p. 120) Even if one does not allow that memory can generate justification where previously there was none, the question is now whether memory can enhance or raise justification, or whether the epistemic role of memory is purely preservative. For a possible response to this problem in terms of explaining away the potential oddness by appealing to different senses in which justification can be increased, see Madison 19 2014, pp. 50-52 (for a sample of two other possible responses to the epistemic boost problem, see McGrath 2007, pp. 20-21). Externalist Accounts of Memorial Justification: With one's preferred externalist theory of epistemic justification in hand, its application to the case of memory belief is quite straightforward. Take a case of forgotten evidence, such as one's belief that Napoleon was born in Corsica. This kind of case poses the greatest difficulties for internalist theories of justification. But these cases on the face of it can be handled quite easily by externalist epistemologies. To see this, suppose that one learned the fact that Napoleon was born in Corsica from a highly reliable textbook as a child, with the help of an equally reliable teacher. But as decades have past, one can no longer call to mind how one formed this belief, or any reason to think it true. We might judge that the belief may well be epistemically justified. How is this to be explained? To take one form of epistemic externalism, the process reliabilist can hold that a belief is justified just in case it is the product of a reliable belief forming method (e.g. Goldman 1979, 1986). If the textbook and competent teacher are part of a reliable method in the right kind of way, then one's belief about the birthplace of France's first emperor is justified, regardless of whether or not one now has access to one's original grounds. Or if an externalist rejects simple forms of process reliabilism, they might opt for a form of Virtue Epistemology, and generalize it to the case of memorial justification. For example, one might hold that justification arises as a result of the operation of reliable epistemic virtues or cognitive faculties (for a survey on various forms of virtue epistemology, see for example Battaly 2008). So assuming that the 20 faculty of memory is by and large reliable on matters like this, and assuming it is virtuously deployed when one recalls that Napoleon was born in Corsica, then one might argue that that belief thereby enjoys epistemic justification. The application of different externalist accounts to the case of memorial justification will share the virtues and vices of such approaches generally. In addition to specific externalist accounts of epistemic justification applied to the case of memory belief, it is worth noting a family of externalist views particular to the case of memory that have been called Preservationism. According to such views, just as memory preserves beliefs, memory also preserves whatever justification a subject originally had for those beliefs. So, for example, if a belief was formed by a reliable belief forming process, one might argue that, in the absence of defeaters, that epistemic goodness can be preserved by memory, even if one cannot now recall on what basis this belief was held (if one ever could). For defences of Preservationism in the epistemology of memory, see Annis (1980); Malcolm (1963); Naylor (1983); Burge (1993); Owens, (2000). New Evil Demon style cases can be presented against Preservationism, and so it is incompatible with those forms of internalism that embrace the New Evil Demon intuition. Take a subject S and her recently envatted counterpart S*; both seem to remember that P, and on that basis believe that P. Suppose however that one subject is enjoying a veridical memory experience, whereas the other is merely seeming to remember that P, but this experience is entirely illusory thanks to the demon's intervention. Do the two subjects share sameness of justification? Internalists with their commitment to the New Evil Demon case will maintain yes, and so conclude that memory justification cannot just be a matter of preserving whatever justification the subject originally had. Michael Huemer makes a similar point in terms of Bertrand 21 Russell's well known five-minute hypothesis, i.e. the hypothesis that the world was created five minutes ago, replete with all of one's apparent memories (1999, p. 350). Internalists will hold that the subjects of the five-minute hypothesis will be just as justified in beliefs as their subjectively indistinguishable counterparts who enjoy a genuine past. Whether this constitutes an objection to Preservationism will depend on how one responds to the New Evil Demon problem more generally. While externalists might have more straightforward ways of accounting for the justification of memory belief, hopefully it has been shown that internalists are not without resources to respond to this challenge. What still remains at an impasse, however, is how to resolve the deep general debate between internalists and externalists on the fundamental nature of epistemic justification6. 6 Thanks to Sven Bernecker, Andrew Moon, and especially Rhiannon James for helpful written comments on earlier drafts of this paper. 22 Sources Cited: Alston, William. (1989a) "An Internalist Externalism" in Epistemic Justification. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, pp. 227-248. Alston, William. (1989b) "The Deontological Conception of Epistemic Justification" in Epistemic Justification. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, pp. 115-152. Alston, William. (1989c) "Level Confusions in Epistemology" in Epistemic Justification. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, pp. 153-171. Annis, David B. (1980) "Memory and Justification," Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 40, pp. 324-333. Battaly, Heather. (2008) "Virtue Epistemology" in Philosophy Compass 3, pp. 639- 663. Bergmann, Michael. (2006) Justification Without Awareness. Oxford: Clarendon Press. Bernecker, Sven. (2008) The Metaphysics of Memory. New York: Springer. Bernecker, Sven. (2010) Memory: A Philosophical Study. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Bonjour, Laurence. (1980) 'Externalist Theories of Empirical Knowledge' in Midwest Studies in Philosophy 5, pp. 53-73. Bonjour, Laurence. (1985) The Structure of Empirical Knowledge. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. Burge, Tyler. (1993) "Content Preservation" in The Philosophical Review 102, pp. 457-488. Burge, Tyler. (2003). "Perceptual Entitlement." Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, 67, pp. 503-548. 23 Chisholm, Roderick. (1989) Theory of Knowledge. 3rd ed. Englewood, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. Cohen, Stewart. (1984) 'Justification and Truth' in Philosophical Studies 46, pp. 279-295. Conee, Earl and Feldman, Richard. (2004) Evidentialism. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Dougherty, Trent. (ed.) (2011) Evidentialism and Its Discontents. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Feldman, Richard and Conee, Earl. (2001) 'Internalism Defended' in Epistemology: Internalism and Externalism. ed. Kornblith. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 231-260. Foley, Richard. (1987) The Theory of Epistemic Rationality. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. Foley, Richard. (2001) Working Without a Net. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Foley, Richard. (2005) 'Justified Belief as Responsible Belief' in Contemporary Debates in Epistemology. ed. Steup and Sosa. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing. Frise, Matthew. (2015) "Epistemology of Memory" in The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy. , edited by James Fieser and Bradley Dowden. http://www.iep.utm.edu/epis-mem/ Fumerton, Richard. (1990). "Metaepistemology and Skepticism", Doubting: Contemporary Perspectives on Skepticism, (eds.) M. D. Roth & G. Ross, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, Holland, pp. 57-68. Fumerton, Richard. (1995) Metaepistemology and Skepticism. Boston: Rowman and Littlefield. Goldman, Alvin. (1975) "Innate Knowledge" in Stephen P. Stich (ed.), Innate Ideas. University of California Press, pp. 111-120. Goldman, Alvin. (1979) 'What Is Justified Belief' in Pappas, G. ed. Justification and Knowledge. Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel. 24 Goldman, Alvin. (1980) 'The Internalist Conception of Justification' in Midwest Studies in Philosophy 5, pp. 27-51. Goldman, Alvin. (1986) Epistemology and Cognition. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. Goldman, Alvin. (2001) 'Internalism Exposed' reprinted in Epistemology: Internalism and Externalism. ed. Hilary Kornblith. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing. Greco, John. (2000) Putting Skeptics in Their Place. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Huemer, Michael. (1999) "The Problem of Memory Knowledge," Pacific Philosophical Quarterly 80, pp. 346-357. Huemer, Michael. (2006) "Phenomenal Conservatism and the Internalist Intuition," American Philosophical Quarterly 43.2, pp. 147-158. Huemer, Michael. (2007) "Compassionate Phenomenal Conservatism," Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 74.1, pp. 30-55. Huemer, Michael. (2013) "Phenomenal Conservatism," in Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy. http://www.iep.utm.edu/phen-con/. Lehrer, Keith. (2000) Theory of Knowledge, second edition, Boulder: Westview Press. Littlejohn, Clayton. (2011) "Defeating Phenomenal Conservatism," Analytic Philosophy 52, pp. 35-48 Littlejohn, Clayton. (2009) "The New Evil Demon Problem," The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy. <http://www.iep.utm.edu/evil-new/>. Littlejohn, Clayton. (2012) Justification and the Truth-Connection. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 25 Moretti, Luca and Piazza, Tommaso. (2015) "Phenomenal Conservatism and Bergmann's Dilemma", in Erkenntnis 80, pp. 1271-1290. Kornblith, Hilary, Ed. (2001) Epistemology: Internalism and Externalism. Oxford: Blackwell. Kornblith, Hilary. (2002) Knowledge and Its Place in Nature. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Madison, B.J.C. (2010) "Epistemic Internalism", Philosophy Compass 5 (10), pp. 840-853. Madison, B.J.C. (2014) "Epistemic Internalism, Justification, and Memory", Logos & Episteme V (1), pp. 33-62. Malcolm, Norman. (1963) Knowledge and Certainty. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. McDowell, John. (1998a) "Criteria, Defeasibility, and Knowledge," in his Meaning, Knowledge, and Reality. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, pp. 369-394. McDowell, John. (1998b) "Knowledge by Hearsay," in his Meaning, Knowledge, and Reality. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, pp. 414-444. McDowell, John. (1998c) "Knowledge and the Internal," in his Meaning, Knowledge and Reality. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, pp. 395-413. McGrath, Matthew. (2007) "Memory and Epistemic Conservatism," Synthese 157, pp. 19-22. Naylor, Andrew. (1983) "Justification in Memory Knowledge," Synthese 55, pp. 269-286. Owens, David. (2000) Reason Without Freedom. London: Routledge. Pappas, George. (2005) "Internalist and Externalist Theories of Justification." 26 Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. <http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/justep-intext/>. Plantinga, Alvin. 1993. Warrant: The Current Debate. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Poston, Ted. (2008) "Internalism and Externalism in Epistemology." The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy. <http://www.iep.utm.edu/int-ext/>. Poston, Ted. (2014) Reason and Explanation: a Defense of Explanatory Coherentism. Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillam Pollock, John. (1986) Contemporary Theories of Knowledge. Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield. Pritchard, Duncan. (2008) "McDowellian Neo-Mooreanism," in Disjunctivism: Perception, Action, Knowledge, ed. Adrian Haddock and Fiona Macpherson. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 283-310. Pritchard, Duncan. (2011) "Evidentialism, Internalism, Disjunctivism," in Evidentialism and Its Discontents, ed. Trent Dougherty. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 235-253 Pritchard, Duncan. (2012) Epistemological Disjunctivism. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Pryor, James. (2001) "Highlights of Recent Epistemology" in British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 52, pp. 95-124. Pryor, James. (2005) "There is Immediate Justification" in Contemporary Debates in Epistemology. ed. Steup and Sosa. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing. Rogers, Jason and Matheson, Jonathan. (2011) "Bergmann's Dilemma: Exit Strategies for Internalists" in Philosophical Studies 152, pp. 55-80. 27 Senor, Thomas D. (1993) "Internalistic Foundationalism and the Justification of Memory Belief," Synthese 94, pp. 453-476. Senor, Thomas D. (2014) "Epistemological Problems of Memory", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2014 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2014/entries/memory-episprob/ Smithies, Declan. (2014) "The Phenomenal Basis of Epistemic Justification" in New Waves in Philosophy of Mind, edited by M. Sprevak and J. Kallestrup, Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 98-124. Steup, Matthias. (1999) "A Defense of Internalism" in The Theory of Knowledge: Classical and Contemporary Readings, 2nd ed. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 373-84. Steup, Matthias, ed. (2001) Knowledge, Truth, and Duty. New York: Oxford University Press. Stroud, Barry. (1994). "Scepticism, 'Externalism', and the Goal of Epistemology", Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society (supplementary vol.) 68, pp. 290-307. Tucker, Chris, ed. (2013) Seemings and Justification: New Essays on Dogmatism and Phenomenal Conservatism. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Wedgwood, Ralph. (2002) "Internalism Explained," Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 65: 349-369. Wedgwood, Ralph. (Forthcoming) "Internalism Re-explained" in The New Evil Demon ed. Julian Dutant and Fabian Dorsch. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Williamson, Timothy. (2007) "On Being Justified in One's Head," in Rationality and the Good, ed. Mark Timmons, John Greco, Alfred R. Mele. Oxford: Oxford University Press.